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ABSTRACT:

BK_DIT+DD
search
scheme
[SP88]
achieved over a Burkhard and Keller
(BK) tree structure, [BK73] and
[NK82].
DIT
components
sharing
structure is studied in section 5.
In section 6 various construction
approaches for that structure are
proposed. Section 7 suggests an
approach
for
the
BK
tree
construction
according
to
the
sharing structure. Section 8 shows
experimental results and conclusions
of this work.

In this work various construction character/frequency
information sharing structure approaches are proposed in
order
to
optimize
transposition_invariant
distance
evaluation, [SD87], that distance is used to construct a
Burkhard-keller tree, [BK73] and [NK82], where is organized a
dictionary of strings token over a characters alphabet
[SP88], to achieve searchings of strings best matching one on
Levenshtein sense [LE66].

0.- INTRODUCTION:
This work is on the line of
optimizing search schemes for the
strings best matching one and data
structures standing them. Given a
strings
dictionary,
a
distance
defined on the strings space and a
search string (belonging or not to
the dictionary) the question is to
find all strings at minimum distance
of the searching string.
The aim of this work is to
organize
the
character/frequency
information
from
the
dictionary
strings in such a way that it
becomes possible to improve the
transposition_invariant
distance
evaluation, using former evaluations
by
means
of
sharing
the
character/frequency information with
different strings.
In section 1 the distance used
is the directional distance, DD,
introduced by Levenshtein, [LE66],
evaluated by Wagner and Fisher,
[WF74],
and
whose
optimized
evaluation algorithm is described in
[SP88]. In section 2 appears a
Transposition_Invariant
distance,
DIT, with a lower cost than DD,
which is used as an adaptive filter
to searchings [SD87]. DITE+DD search
scheme
[SD87]
is
described
in
section 3. Section 4 discusses

1.- DIRECTIONAL DISTANCE:
Let X be a string from an
alphabet
{α
α1,..,α
αm},
X<i>
the
character in the position i of X;
X<i:j> the characters sequence from
X<i> to X<j>, both included, if i>j
then X<i:j> = µ, the nil string. ³X³
is the length of X.
An editing operation is a pair
(ß,Ω
Ω )=,/(µ
µ,µ
µ), where ß and Ω are
strings of length less or equal than
one, i. e., they are µ or they are a
single character. String Y results
of the application of (ß,Ω
Ω ) on X if
X=σ
σßΦ
Φ and Y=σΩΦ
σΩΦ, that is written
X->Y.
Let S be a sequence S1,S2,...,Sn
of editing operations. A strings
sequence X0,X1,...,Xn, being X=X0,
Y=Xn and Xj-1->Xj through Sj for every
j=1,...,n, is a S_derivation from X
to Y.
S converts X to Y if there is a
S_derivation from X to Y.
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Let Γ be an arbitrary cost
function that assigns a positive
real number Γ(ß,Ω
Ω ) to each editing
operation (ß,Ω
Ω ). Γ can be extended
to the sequence S:

is the SIT-chain that is a list of
DIT synonyms.
Covering the root node begins on
the position given by the search
string length and alternatives are
taken attending length nearness.
Pathing through tree-part evaluates
DIT components at the same time as
the structure is covered beginning
on
the
current
node
branch
corresponding
to
the
character
appearance frequency in the search
string, and continuing on nearer
frequencies. Pathing through the
chain-part
is
sequential.
If
SIT-chain is reached then DD between
the search string and all elements
on it is evaluated. Exploration
limits on this structure are fixed
by the searching radius.

n

Γ(S) = Σ Γ(Sj) ,

if n≥1

j=1

and Γ(S) = 0 ,

if n=0

Minimum cost of the sequences
transforming X to Y is named editing
directional distance from X to Y,
DD(X,Y). Algorithm describing its
computation, [LA87] and [UK83], has
been shown by Santana, Perez and
others, [SP88], it follows, as in
this work, the criterion that cost
of any editing operation is equal to
one.

4.- BK DIT+DD SCHEME:
2.DISTANCE:

TRANSPOSITION-INVARIANT

1

DIT(X,Y) =

In this scheme the dictionary is
organized as a Burkhard & Keller
tree,
BK,
using
DIT
as
a
construction distance.
That is,
dictionary strings will be stored in
a tree, putting into each node, in
principle at random, a string C, and
hanging from branch i of the node
all subdictionary strings that are
at DIT distance i from C.

m

Ä
(Σ ³Xαi-Yαi³+³³X³-³Y³³)
2
i=1

Were X and Y are strings, Xαi
and
Yαi
are
respectively
the
appearing
frequencies
of
the
character αi in X and Y.
It has been proved, [SD87],
that: DIT(X,Y) ≤ DD(X,Y).
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3.- DITE+DD SCHEME:
The dictionary is organized as a
tree,
[SD87],
where
components
contributing to DIT evaluation are
structured. It has a root node
sorting by strings lengths. Hanging
from it there is a tree-part where
each node holds a character α and
sorts by the various appearing
frequencies, f, of that character in
the respective subdictionary. When a
tree-part branch can not sort more
there is a chain-part which is a
chained list holding the resting α/f
pairs. Hanging from the chain-part

Figure 1
The search process consists of
positioning the search string, CB,
on the current node branch given by
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its DIT to the string in that node,
and continuing on all branches in a
distance less or equal than DDM from
that position, according to the
usual in best match searches on BK
trees join cut-off criterion. DDM
value is at first equal to DDM°°
(greater than minimum DD between CB
an the dictionary strings), when a
DIT value less or equal than DDM is
found DD is evaluated, if DD is less
than DDM then DDM=DD, so in the end
DDM will be equal to minimum DD
between the search string and those
in the dictionary. DIT is used as an
adaptive
filter
to
avoid
DD
evaluations. CMS(DDM) is the set of
dictionary strings whose DD from CB
is DDM.
A
chained
list
of
nodes,
(α
α/f-nodes), hangs from each node of
this BK-tree, (BK-node), as shown in
figure
1.
Each
α/f-node
holds
information about a character and
its frequency of appearance in the
string joined to the BK-node.
In this scheme when a node is
acceded the DIT between the search
string, CB, and the string in the
BK-node must be evaluated, covering
all the α/f-node chained list. It
has been shown, [SP88], that this
leads to a higher evaluation of DIT
components than that doing in the
DITE+DD scheme, [SD87], thus loosing
performance in spite of a decreasing
DD evaluation.
The same α/f pair could appear
in different strings, so it is
possible to think of a structure
which considers a sharing method
using a single node for that pair.
The solution proposed in this
work is to reduce the number of
α/f-nodes covered to calculate the
DIT, by means of sharing them with
different chained lists.

The structure shown in figure 2
attempts, first, to reduce the
number
of
DIT
components
to
evaluate, and also, to obtain a
lower load due to the α/f-nodes
number decreasing. Number of times
that both DIT and DD must be
evaluated does not depend on this
organization.
Two types of α/f-nodes must be
distinguished: Nodes with only one
predecessors (P=1) and nodes with a
number of predecessors greater than
one (P>1).
P=1
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Figure 2
P=1 nodes are shared with the
same set of strings that their
single predecessor. P>1 nodes are
shared with the set of strings
resulting from the joining of the

THE
5.STRUCTURING
CHARACTER/FREQUENCY INFORMATION TO
FIT SHARING:

3

strings
shared
with
all
their
predecessors.
In P>1 nodes, DITC is of use to
store
the
value
of
the
DIT
components in the α/f-nodes from
that node to the end. Such a value
will be evaluated in the first
access computing the DIT between the
search string and any of the strings
sharing the node. When one of this
nodes is revisited for the same
search string, DIT between this and
another of the strings sharing it is
computed adding the DITC content to
its current value.
DIT evaluation is, on the one
hand, more expensive than it is on
the without sharing structure, since
every time a α/f-node is reached, it
must be detected if it is of type
P=1 or P>1. If it is of the type P=1
DIT evaluation continues in the
usual way. If on the contrary it is
of type P>1 it must be tested if it
has already been visited evaluating
DIT between the search string and
other strings in the dictionary; if
the node has not been visited, its
address and the current DIT value
have to be recorded for storing the
DITC value when DIT evaluation has
been completed.
On the other hand, if P>1 nodes
are revisited then the evaluation of
DIT components from that node to the
end is saved. This effect increases
according to the frequency with
which nodes are revisited and the
quickness to reach them in the
structure.
A mechanism of any kind is
needed to distinguish the first
visit from later revisits to the
node on P>1 nodes. This can be
solved using a search words counter.
The structure construction for
information
character/frequency
sharing needs a research into the
α/f pair in the dictionary strings
in order to make a reasonably good
sharing structure.

6.- CONSTRUCTION APPROACHES FOR THE
DIT COMPONENTS SHARING STRUCTURE:
Selection
of
the
character/frequency sorting pair in
the associated space given by the
dictionary strings must be oriented
to construct a nodes structure
grouping as possible those strings
sharing α/f pairs, in order to
reduce multiple appearance of them.
Following selection approaches
are studied:
1.- Random α/f pair selection.
2.- Highest appearance frequency
α/f pair selection.
3.Random
α
character
selection.
4.- Maximum strings dispersion α
character selection.
6.1.- RANDOM α/f PAIR SELECTION:
It
consists
of
randomly
selecting an α/f pair from those in
the dictionary strings and then
dividing the strings set into two
subsets, one with those strings
containing the pair and another with
those not containing it. An α/f-node
holding
the
selected
pair
and
pointing its predecessor will be
created for the set of strings
containing the pair. The process is
recursively
repeated
with
all
generated subsets while they have
more than one string. When a subset
has only one string, α/f pairs still
non-treated are not shared with
other strings, so, as many P=1 nodes
as resting pairs will be created.
6.2.- HIGHEST APPEARANCE
α/f PAIR SELECTION:

FREQUENCY

Structure construction by this
approach is similar to that of the
above paragraph, but the selected
α/f pair will be that contained by
a highest number of strings. Since
maximum sharing is attempted, in
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each set that α/f pair shared with a
highest
number
of
strings
is
selected.

the order in which strings are
treated during searching is fixed by
the BK tree organization. So it is
possible to establish a searching
structure construction approach to
get a better performance of DIT
components evaluations which will
lead to a better performance of the
structure considered in all.
Such a construction BK tree
approach
can be expressed as:
putting in each tree node the string
which will share a greater number of
α/f pairs with all the other strings
hanging from it.

6.3.- RANDOM α CHARACTER SELECTION:
While more than one string will
exist and characters will remain to
treat, a character α is randomly
selected from those remaining. As
much
α/f-nodes
as
different
frequency values of the character α
in the considered subset are created
for this character, dividing such
subset into new subsets containing
the strings with the different α
appearing frequencies. The rest of
the considerations are similar to
those in the above paragraph.

RESULTS

8.EXPERIMENTAL
CONCLUSIONS:

AND

To perform the experiments, a
dictionary of 2089 strings was used.
Searches
were
achieved
for

6.4.- MAXIMUM STRINGS DISPERSION α
CHARACTER SELECTION:
Structure construction by this
approach is similar to that of the
above
paragraph
but
character
selection is not random. Maximum
dispersion of the number of hanging
from each
subset branch strings
distribution is attempted, since it
is supposed that a higher dispersion
will give rise to a higher sharing.
To
maximize
dispersion
that
character α for which the dividing
original subsets cardinals squares
addition is minimum is selected.
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7.- BK TREE CONSTRUCTION ACCORDING
TO THE SHARING STRUCTURE:

different sets of strings obtained
from a distorting process over the
good
strings
dictionary.
The
distorting grade is shown for every
case.
Table 1 shows, for proposed
approaches,
the
values
of
the
sharing ratio, defined as follow:
100*(1-NC/NT), where NC is the
number of α/f nodes in the structure
and NT is the total number of
non-equal characters per string in
the dictionary.

Each of the proposed sharing
structure construction
approaches
give
rise
to
a
α/f-nodes
organization which does not depend
on
the
dictionary
strings
distribution on the BK tree.
It seems reasonable to think
that, during search process, the
sharing structure performance with
respect to DIT components evaluation
will be better the closer the
treated strings are to it. However,

5

This ratio measures the sharing
structure occupation
improvement,
figure 2, against the separate lists
of α/f nodes organization, figure 1.

However, when decision is oriented
to a more complex approach, a
reversing occurs to this trend. So
goodness of α/f pair approach is the
greatest
reached
with
these
approaches. These behaviours are
according to relationships shown in
table 1. Furthermore, although with
all these approaches the performance
gets worse with distortion, with
more frequent α/f pair this process
is slower. So this approach is the
most adequate for both load and
searching processes viewpoint.
It is convenient to note that
figures 3 do not represent the
global performance of this schemes
but only a partial view, although it
is the distinctive aspect since all
other
tasks
are
similar
and
independent of the sharing structure
construction approach.
A notable reduction of DIT
percent with respect to BK_DIT+DD
scheme has been obtained, figure 4,
by means of sharing DIT components,
S-HFP. This becomes more evident
with increasing distortion, in spite
of more DITs always being evaluated
than in DITE+DD scheme.
As
figure
4
shows,
the
performance of the proposed search
scheme does not approach as closely
as hoped to that of DITE+DD, figure
5. That is due to the greater
complexity of its DIT evaluations,
as mentioned in section 5. The
greater complexity of DIT evaluation
leads to a result which, at low
distortions, is slightly worse than
that for BK_DIT+DD, but with an
increase in distortion, figure 5, a
better DIT evaluation becomes clear
since use of sharing improves with
the increment in the number of
explored strings.
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selection approaches of the sorting
object give a worse performance than
those oriented to maximize sharing.
On
random
cases,
character
α
selection approach presents a better
behaviour
than
α/f
approach.
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6

DD
evaluations
are
not
influenced
by
this
structural
change. Better results could be
reached over the shown structure
using multiple phases search schemes
in order to reduce DD evaluation,
[SP88].
BK tree construction according
to the sharing structure (CAS),
figure 6, shows a better performance
on low distortions as regards random
construction due to a better use of
sharing since it follows the path
through BK nodes for the search
scheme more closely. When the number
of strings to be treated grows,
following distortion increase, the
sharing structure must be covered
more
broadly,
so
decreasing
importance
of
this
construction
approach. However, it never presents
a worse performance, so it seems
recommendable to construct the BK
tree
according
to
the
highest
appearing
frequency
α/f
pair
structure.
It is of interest to attempt the
study
of
this
construction
performance against other search
schemes.
Multiple
phases
search
schemes have been studied [SP88],
which
could
be
used
over
the
structure shown in this work, and
even growing radius search schemes,
[SP89], instead of decreasing radius
as previously, have been studied.
Finally, it must be added that
all future works using BK_DIT+DD
structure
must
incorporate
the
sharing structure shown in this
work.
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